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Hello and welcome to the second Issue of The Grocery List,
our newsletter keeping you up to speed with the myriad of projects
Kirks’ Grocery is working on. This summer we’ll be hosting outdoor
gatherings on Minnesota Avenue featuring music, poetry, comedy, and
more, on Thursday and Friday evenings at 7 pm. Bring a chair, a
beverage, some friends, and leave a donation for the performers. We
oﬀer our performers a small guarantee which is paid for by our
membership program. Please consider becoming a patron member for
$10 a month. Your membership supports living artists, producing
contemporary, original, and improvised content here in Billings.

Memberships
Patron:
$10 Monthly / $100 Yearly –

10% oﬀ all merchandise and free
Grocery List Quarterly Newsletter
(US Mail).

Collector:
$100 Monthly / $1000 Yearly –

10% oﬀ all merchandise and artwork,

We are kicking our summer art exhibitions oﬀ with Imaginary
free Grocery List Quarterly Newsletter
America: New Paintings by Gordon McConnell. This solo exhibition
(mailed to you), option to use Kirks’ AV
of McConnell’s work features reworked images from a comic book,
studio, silk screening, and art facilities
(by appointment).
based on the film Ben-Hur. McConnell’s muse of the American
cowboy, filtered through Italian cinema’s spaghetti western genre has
been joined by gladiators and charioteers. McConnell continues to
collage distressed backgrounds from the pages of ARTFORUM magazine, and if you haven’t caught up with his work in
a few years, it’s more vibrant, fresh, colorful, and fun than you may remember. It’s up June 4 – July 16.
Following Imaginary America, Kirks’ will be hosting the [ dive.Art ] Project, July 20-23. This exhibition, put
together by local AmeriCorps VISTA Sophie Czerwinski, workshops artists with people in recovery. Kirks’ will have the
resulting artwork up for sale and auction. Please support this program if you can. I think if you live in Billings you see the
need for programs for addiction, and art is truly one of the best ways to fill that void.
Our Annual Summer Group Show includes Phoebe Knapp, Jodi Lightner, Todd Forsgren, Shane de Leon, Sean
Chandler, Emily Davidson, Gary Halsten, Mary Serbe, and Samantha French. This year the exhibition coincides with
international art project EXTRACTION: Art on the Edge of the Abyss, “a multimedia, multi-venue, cross-border art
intervention which seeks to provoke societal change by exposing and interrogating the negative social and
environmental consequences of industrialized natural resource extraction. A global coalition of artists and creators
committed to shining a light on all forms of extractive industry—from mining and drilling to the reckless plundering and
exploitation of fresh water, fertile soil, timber, marine life, and innumerable other resources across the globe—the
Extraction Project will culminate in a constellation of nearly fifty overlapping exhibitions, performances, installations, sitespecific work, land art, street art, publications, poetry readings, and cross-media events throughout 2021 and beyond.”
Flip through the pages, read about the artists we represent, schedule which shows you’ll be catching, become a
member, and please, support us with purchases, donations, sharing on socials, and reminding your friends to check out
Kirks’ Grocery. We have lots of new t-shirts, records, cassettes, and books as well. Our Summer Hours are Tu–Sa, 1-9
pm, but always 24/7 at kirksgrocery.com. We continue to grow because the people who show up make Kirks’ what it is.
Come join us as we inundate Billings with contemporary visual and performative works.
Shane de Leon May 10, 2021
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GORDON MCCONNELL
In mid-April, I was in Great Falls for an online gallery talk

at Paris Gibson Square Museum of Art where “When the
West was Won: Recent Works by Gordon McConnell” was
making its last stop on a seven venue, MAGDA-sponsored
tour of Montana museums and galleries. The show’s
curator, Leanne Gilbertson and PGSMOA curator Nicole
Maria Evans participated in a panel with me (on the
Square’s YouTube channel now). During the conversation
I drew a comparison between the romanticized classic
westerns and TV series of the 1950s and 60s and Sam
Peckinpah’s masterpiece, The Wild Bunch, which offered
unvarnished characterizations of tough human beings, and
depicted killing and bloodshed with visceral realism. I said
that I was more comfortable with the romanticized and
imaginary versions of this material, the myth more than the
brutal reality, but that real art attempts to take us out of
that comfort zone.
Last year, during the seclusion and isolation of the
pandemic, I read a provocative book by Emmanuel
Carreré entitled The Kingdom. In it, he offered a fictional
account of the men who wrote the Gospels. That led me to
consider a figure from frontier American history, Lew Wallace, who was writing Ben-Hur while serving as
Territorial Governor of New Mexico, intervening in the Lincoln County War and meeting with Billy the Kid. One
source I read indicated he wrote the Crucifixion scene while sitting amongst the Santos and Spanish Colonial
art and furnishings of the Governor’s Palace in Santa Fe.
I ploughed through that antiquated novel last summer and started adapting some scenes from the book as they
were depicted in comic book adaptations of the book and movie versions of Ben-Hur. These were comics I had
had since childhood. At the same time, I began reading about American artist Philip Guston in some depth. He
transitioned from abstract expressionism to a comic book style in his later work in the 1960s and 70s.
Here are three of the Ben-Hur paintings. The first one, Who Could Forget Ben-Hur?, is painted on a collage of
ARTFORUM magazine advertising. I like painting on this surface in part because the critics of ARTFORUM
have been fond of asking if painting is dead, or questioning its purpose and future. Also, when I laminate layers
of these pages to create a durable, heavy surface, the paper ripples and bubbles, giving me a “tooth,” a texture
to work against. It does the work of underpainting for me.
Django No Perdona ... Viva Django, Rondo, and The End Of The Myth are also painted on ARTFORUM
collage and each measure 31.5 x 31.5 inches. I completed these pieces since the trip to Great Falls. The work
in the show Leanne curated, and the conversations the two curators and I had are foundational to the new
work I am doing. These pieces reference the Spaghetti, or more properly, Italian Westerns. There are a couple
of movies featuring a character named Django, which are ultra-violent (the character travels with a machine
gun hidden in a coffin). The first movie was so popular that a whole group of other films feature that name in
the title, although none of the characters in the film bear that name. Quentin Tarantino’s Django, Unchained is
in this tradition. There is even a Japanese film entitled Sukiyaki Western: Django. “Django,” a name
appropriated from the gypsy musician, signifies a genre of westerns with high body counts, almost like a brand
name.
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The characters facing the blazing sun in the Django painting are
derived from advertising for The Wild Bunch, one of America’s ultraviolent films. Rondo stems from the rotoscoped riders during the credit
sequence of A Fistful Of Dollars. The End of The Myth depicts Ben
Johnson, Warren Oates, William Holden, and Ernest Borgnine in their
roles as the Bishop Gang in The Wild Bunch. An ad for an Andy
Warhol hammer and sickle painting peaks through at lower left.
The Wild Bunch movie is very specifically grounded in the history of the
Mexican Revolution, pre-World War I. American railroads, ranching,
mining and oil interests were very much in play. The scenario of the
film, in some respects, deals with the legacy of American conquest, of
Indigenous and Hispanic lands.

Photo of Gordon McConnell by
Jane Waggoner Deschner

I tie all of this material together under the title Imaginary America. Our
empire is inspired by Rome and Christ; an Italian navigator, Amerigo
Vespucci, gave his name to the continents of the Western Hemisphere;
Italian filmmakers reimagined an American frontier and gave us a new
Western. These analogies keep me engaged with my themes.

MIKA YOSHITAKE / MARY SERBE
Interview with Mika Yoshitake
Independent Curator with Expertise in Post-War Japanese Art
Mary Serbe interviewed Mika Yoshitake, a badass Billings curator who works with the biggest names in
Japanese art at museums and other venues around the world.
MS: What are the aspects of post-war Japanese art that make you passionate about it?
MY: It’s hard to say without mentioning my background. I am Japanese, though I was born in the US. My father
died when I was eight. He was trained as a kamikaze pilot during [World War II]. Japan surrendered the day
before he was supposed to go. So he would have died. I would not have been alive. A lot of the 15 and 16
year-olds decided to go out and fight for the country. He was 16 years old. It was crazy. If you think about
insanity… You just didn’t defy the Emperor. His brother was a prisoner of war in Russia and [after the war
ended] had to find his way back to Japan along the railroad tracks in Russia. It took him six months.
So I was fascinated by that experience growing up and what it was like. I’d learned about the American
celebration of winning World War II and how that affected the country as I was growing up in junior high school
through my American history classes and art history classes. What about the other side? I never learned about
that in school, especially through an art historical perspective.
My mother is an artist. She kept all of the [Japanese] magazines from the 60s and 70s in our house. It was just
a lot of experimental film and performance. These are really radical, from the 50s onwards. Like the Butoh
dance. It’s called the dance of darkness, but the dancers train as farmers and kind of recreate the experience
of tilling the land. That is their training - to be a part of the earth and regain the human. It’s a very aesthetic
experience where some of the dancers paint their entire body in white. The music is like Buddhist chanting. It’s
a very eerie type of dance, but it’s still in the post-war period. They were friends with a lot of avant-garde artists
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who were doing these performances mocking the industrialization of
Tokyo - the rapid economic changes and transformation that the city was
going through after the war ended. It was almost like the city itself was
like forcing its population to forget the memory of the war because it was
so much reconstruction. There were artists who were addressing that.
The Tokyo Olympics was in 1964. There was a group called the Hi-Red
Center who dressed in these white lab coats, sanitizing the city. That was
a mockery of the actual reconstruction of the city. It was really hard for
some people who really wanted to forget the war.
I ended up choosing a movement called Mono-ha. It was 1968 onwards,
working with the earth - land art with natural materials. I was interested
in how radical art can be. I did find it in the US, but there’s so much
more [in Japan]. The discourse, the thinking, and the writing. It’s
different. It’s a different mentality. I think my life goal has been to
create a more transnational dialogue and not have our history be so
Euro-American. To make sure people understand other perspectives
through art. Even within the US, there are so many stories and
perspectives.
MS: What does a curator do? What do you really like about it?
Image from Pace Gallery’s On Yoshitomo
MY: My training is in museums. You start out being a research assistant.
Nara: A Conversation with Yeewan Kool
Research is something I am very passionate about, and that actually is
and Mika Yoshitake
how you get ideas for exhibitions. There are different paths to coming up
with ideas creatively. What a curator does is that you start researching
what you are passionate about. in my case, I was hired at the Museum of Contemporary Art in Los Angeles to
work on a major blockbuster exhibition of an artist I wasn’t really a fan of, Takashi Murakami.
I wanted to work with contemporary, experimental artists. In order to get into the museum world, you had to
have experience… and also you needed an advanced degree. You can’t learn to be a curator by just studying
art history. You have to actually go and do it. You have to use it.
MS: How do you go and do and use art history?
MY: In my interview [to work with Takashi Murakami],… I was asked, “What can you bring to the table?” He’s
not only an artist, but also a curator that has a very specific idea of post-war Japan. I’m interested in the way
he would narrate post-war Japan as this infantile capitalist country that was defeated after the war, and that’s
why they are so focused on making these anime and manga worlds and this whole culture of cute. It was more
of the psychology of that, that I was interested in researching. People think it’s super pop, which it is, but there
is a dark side to it. So I was hired right away. We had an almost 12 hour meeting with him. In order to prepare
for that meeting, it took me months just to gather materials form his studio, create a checklist [of art], read
everything that had been written on him. With the artist, there is a back and forth of looking at the space of the
exhibition, and seeing how to lay out the work, how to tell the story, and then doing a lot of grunt work, like
finding out where each artwork was located. You have to look at the provenance, where the work has been
exhibited.
MS: Why does provenance matter?
MY: Putting together an exhibition is not just telling everyone, “Here’s an artist,” and what you know, and what
the artist thinks of themselves. It’s also how the work has been perceived by other museums, other galleries,
even magazines, and kind of creating a bigger picture of how the work has been situated. I think it’s important,
especially when you’re dealing with artists who are coming from Japan. Takashi was misunderstood, as
someone who’s rising out of pop culture and very surface oriented, but he actually has a PhD and wrote a
dissertation about this kind of infantile capitalism that Japan went through. It’s very psychologically deep – his
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manifesto. He wanted to put Japan on the map, the
global map, with contemporary art. He felt like that’s
been his biggest conundrum. Why hasn’t there been
a breakout [Japanese] artist in the last 50 years?
For the Takashi Murakami exhibition, Kanye West
came to the opening gala to debut their video
collaboration. For your Yoshitomo Nara show
currently in LA, you worked with Yo La Tengo on
music. What’s your impression of the scene at Kirks’
Grocery?
It reminds me a little bit of Berkeley, where I went to
undergrad, because there weren’t actually any
galleries. There were artists and musicians and
writers who would gather at this place called The
Factory. It was a loft where this guy Nato Thompson,
Mary Serbe at the Kusama: Cosmic Nature exhibition curated by
Trevor Paglen, and a bunch of others would gather
Mika Yoshitake at the New York Botanical Garden. Photo by
and do performances. There were musicians, and
Christa McNamee
they would record videos, and it was very fun and
experimental. That’s where everyone used to hang
out. I feel like Kirks’ is a center for a lot of creativity. At Kirks’ you have older artists, younger artists, different
musicians. It’s so great to have here.
Mika is originally from Los Angeles and moved from LA to Billings.
MS: Best thing about LA?
MY: I’m biased but I think that LA is beauty and culture and nature all combined in one. The people I’ve met
there are much more down to earth than people I’ve met in Tokyo and New York. (Those are very big
generalizations.) LA is progressive, but not super hardcore. It’s not hyper-intellectual, but pushing culture in a
way that is accessible. There is this art/life balance in LA that I miss. You could see art in the desert, in
museums.
MS: Worst thing about LA?
MY: Worst thing is the traffic.
MS: Best thing about Billings?
MY: The best of Billings – the people I’ve met so far. Everyone has been welcoming and open. Of course, the
landscape is incredible. The crispness – I always feel like my vision has gotten better because it’s so clear
here. It’s such a delight to wake up in the morning and see the sunrise and the birds. You just feel closer to the
earth.
MS: Worst thing about Billings?
MY: I’ve only been here less than a year. I wish there was more diversity and more cultural spaces. I moved
here during COVID, so I haven’t seen a lot of Billings. I haven’t seen everything.

Mika’s Grocery List
Takashi Marakumi
Yoshitomo Nara
Butoh dance
Hi-Red Center
Mono-ha
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DAMON B. ENGEL
Random English Tanka
Monday, 15 March 2021
I require no more,
Taking of hearts from their chests,
Except for dragons,
Evolution's fluid planes,
As brothers slay just to dream.

Memory gardens,
Remembering what one can,
Before the last dance,
Heaven was too beautiful,
Not a single scar to see.

Grounded for a blink,
Infinity's vacation,
In this day and age,
Perceiving Kirks' Grocery,
A TARDIS south of Eden.

I walk quite slowly,
These days careful not to fall,
Old knee gravity,
In the middle of the night,
I would rather be dreaming.

Thicker than honey,
A Collector of absence,
I compile my pain,
Walking through the burning gates,
Subscribing and summoning.

Wednesday, 31 March 2021
It was a rough week,
Bedridden hibernation,
Lost time missing ground,
Mindful recalibrations,
Feeling the approaching thunder.

Searching for the one,
Without breaking enigma,
Nothing unbecomes,
My memories defensive,
'Til she proves herself worthy.

Seven hangovers,
Conveniently at one price,
Running out of time,
Sprain, gout, or liver failure?
She never stopped at the end.

Thursday, 18 March 2021
One more Patrick's Day,
Pretend it's not forgotten,
Blue margarita,
When I ate lunch with my Dad,
And his loving family.

Nobody to hate,
I opened the cellar door,
I face my own fate,
Just like having extra weight,
Imperceptible weight loss.

Solitary roads,
Unfolding magnificence,
Sigma requisites,
Much exquisite violence,
Adrift in the Winds' wild arms.

Good elevators,
Go slower while descending,
Who's in a hurry?
One old footstep at a time,
New landscapes and portraits pine.
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REVIEWS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Hey, ILY - Internet Breath
Internet Breath is a driving pastiche of synthy emo, catchy punk, and chip tune bedroom pop. The drums
spasm out and pound behind swooning keyboard hooks, and tight guitars. A fun album bursting with
creativity and vision. Hey, ILY is a Billings based project by Caleb Haynes and crew, talented teenagers
who keep starting and breaking up bands. I hope this project keeps producing because, Hey, ILY! Did I
mention it makes you want to jump around your room? There are also quite a few moments when you feel
like you’re in a emo video game. SD
https://heyilyband.bandcamp.com/album/internet-breath
Rookie Card - Ismay
Starting out like a classic emo cut with vomit vocals shredding over driving drums, and guitar lines that
twist with synths and vocal samples, this latest single by Billings emotechnicians, Rookie Card, is an
interesting composition, not the classic verse, chorus, etc. but kind of a stream of conscious sound bite,
clocking in under two minutes. Rookie Card has been releasing a strong set of singles over the last year.
Follow them. SD
https://rookiecardband.bandcamp.com
GILDA HOUSE - AB SIDE A
Meg Gildehaus is an asset to the burgeoning Billings music scene. A former member of local favorites
Arterial Drive, Gildehaus struck out on her own with the 2019 EP “You’re Invited” under the moniker Gilda
House, and just recently followed that up with her new EP, “AB Side A.” While her first EP was a tentative
step into the spotlight, “AB” is a bold declaration of liberation. Gildehaus has completely transformed her
image and tapped into an inner rage, creating a tempest of the dark 80’s synth tones and her defiant voice
breaking through the waves. Each song comes off as a miniature symphony, packing multiple movements,
tension and release, often in just four to five minutes. Over the packed 28 minutes, Gildehaus struggles to
break free, whether it’s from becoming a corporate drone on “Jones”, or from the societal expectations of
the feminine on “Next Time.” By the end, the title track “AB” promises to let loose and fuck us up on
American beer in a 7-minute dance-floor banger that ends on one hell of a saxophone solo, provided by
Konnor Stiles. If “AB Side A” is any indication, the Billings music scene may have a bonafide star on its
hands in the near future. You can buy “AB Side A” directly from Gilda House at gildahouse.com. ZQ

N.I.A.T & Ex–Cat live at The Salon
It was finally time to see a show. I’d been vaccinated and I was ready to rock. Close friends Broquel and
Jordan and beloved Billings artist, Joshua Paulsen were moving away, and a warehouse show was
assembled in their honor. Ex-Cat led by Ty Herman took the stage and turned the volume up. I could not
hear the small talk that dominates many shows, because of volume, and I loved it. This was art to be
experienced, not a background to your wine bottle. Full emersion. Phill G.’s melodic and thunderous bass
keeping a sweet deep melody throughout the cloud of Ty’s guitar. The energy exchange of Performer and
Audience. This is my life, this is what I love, loud music and danger. Ex-Cat tore through their songs and
the crowd began to percolate, small, self-aware head bobbing, gave way to jumping, and by the time
N.I.A.T took the stage, the pit was in full effect. I stood on the outside of the circle, feeling the energy,
N.I.A.T.’s singer, Will Summers, dragging his seemingly endless’ XLR cable into the midst, pushing,
grinding, fighting the crowd with sound and energy. J.R.’s drumming a blur of methbeats with crystal bell
hits. The atmosphere, the sweat, the smiles… It has been too long. I’m so happy to see live music. I really
wish we had a rock and roll bar in town to put on shows that push extremes, whether that be silence or
loudness, palatable or straight noise. Thanks so much to the proprietors for opening up a portal to reality
again, where people are overtaken by music and art. I want this all the time. SD
https://nightinattiananmens.bandcamp.com
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Ex-Cat’s Ty Herman
being king.
Photo by Mary Serbe.
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ISAIAH DEMONTINEY
SD I’m sitting here with Isaiah Demontiney, local
Billings legend, at the young age of…
ID 19
SD Isaiah was real instrumental the first couple
years of Kirks’ as our sound person. He’s a really
creative and interesting individual, and so I thought
I’d interview him for The Grocery List. What’s the
name of the first band you were in?
ID The Scumcucks started with me just wanting a
band. It started with me and Scarlet first, cause I
just wanted to start a band with someone. Michael
(Birdinground) didn’t join until later on. We went
through a lot of drummers but none really worked
out until we found a kid named Jack that Michael
knew.
SD Even though it’s Covid, what are you working
on now?
ID Mostly just working on myself. I got fired from
my job. I’m working on Scuba Steve and the
Sharkz musically. It’s a garage band and we make
rock and roll. I’ve got a lot of unreleased Melted
Nard Puke that I’d love to get out before shows
come back.
SD Did you apply for Dreyfest, and in what
capacity?
ID Yes, I did. Scuba Steve and The Shark, Melted
Nard Puke, and possibly this Great Falls band I’m
in called Space Heater. I’ve been staying in Great
Falls and just
fucking around, getting pulled over in parked cars by cops, hanging at the local
skate park, eating local food, shout out to El Commodore.
SD What’s your favorite thing about Billings?
ID Just the people. I really like the wide range of people. You got crackheads and
rich assholes. Also the artistic side has a lot of great people out here. I really
appreciate Michael Birdinground, Bear, Kenney, everybody really.
SD If you could change something about Billings, what would you change?
ID Really, change?… I don’t know I’m doing fine right now. As long as it’s that
classic old sugar beet smelling hell.

Billings wouldn’t be
Billings if it didn’t
have the
crackheads I know
and love.

Listen to Isaiah at scubasteveandtheshark.bandcamp.com Summer 2021 Hour
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EVELYN HAMMOND / LA TINGA
When I first returned to Billings after 30 years away in California and Oregon, I could often be heard lamenting the lack of
Mexican food in town. I tried a few but it was all slather and cheese, until I found La Tinga downtown. Evelyn makes
everything fresh in her kitchen except the flour tortillas. A couple of times a week I can be found at La Tinga eating a
breakfast of a bean and cheese burrito with pico, avocado, and avocado seed. Sometimes I get her salsa but it can be
pretty spicy first thing in the morning. Evelyn Is super kind and often gives my dog, LB, a free taco, which makes him
extremely happy. He can’t walk by La Tinga without pulling towards the door, or just laying down, dead dog style, to
show he wants La Tinga today. Yesterday her daily special was Lengua tacos (tongue) and they were delicious. I
recommend eating her food. Put the brakes on corporate tacos and support a real person making real food.
SD: What is your customer’s favorite dish?
EH: Tinga (pork in spicy chipotle sauce)
SD: What is your favorite dish?
EH: Tinga
SD: Are there any specials that haven’t went over with your customers?
EH: They love everything I make.
SD: Is the Jamica drink homemade?
EH: I make everything but the flour tortillas.
SD: Can I take your picture?
EH: No
SD: See you tomorrow.
La Tinga, 113 N 30th St, Billings, MT 59101

COPY RIGHT PRINTING
The Grocery List is proudly printed at Copy Right Printing. Dusty is a great guy who makes all your printing needs
easy to handle and he’s very knowledgeable and helpful. As usual, I’m going to tell you to skip the corporate
printers here in town. Why? Cause you can directly support small businesses and make your dollars go farther into
our local economy. If you need something done, look around locally first, cause there is someone doing it here.
Copy Right Printing, 19 N 25th Street Suite D, Billings, MT, 59101
https://copyrightmt.com
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Upcoming Livestream events, 7 pm MST @kirksgrocery on Facebook, Twitch, Youtube
June 16 Gordon McConnell speaks with Anna Paige about Imaginary America
August 18 Extraction with Mary Serbe and Shane de Leon
Kirks’ Grocery Exhibitions 2021
July 21 – 23 the [ dive.Art ] Project
August 6 – September 17 Extraction: Art on The Edge of the Abyss
October 1 – November 19 Cathryn McIntyre / Joshua Paulsen
December 3 – 24 Sean Chandler / Mary Serbe
Kirks’ Grocery is an art gallery, social center, record store, and performance space. We sell art by local
and international artists, and stock records, tapes, cds, books, t-shirts, and ephemera with a lean
towards experimental, international, and odd stuff.
Kirks’ Grocery is proud to host a community refrigerator so anyone can access free food during our open
hours. We require masks and are happy to provide one for you.
kirksgrocery.com
facebook.com/kirksgrocery
instagram.com/kirksgrocery

NORTH POLE RECORDS
Out Now!
NPR 43 Miss Massive Snowflake - Your Favorite Band - LP, cassette, and digital
NPR 47 Jack Cannon - 1/4”-XLR - cassette, digital
Upcoming in 2021
NPR 45 36? / Laura Hickli - split 12” and digital
NPR 46 Miss Massive Snowflake - Candle - 7” vinyl and digital
northpolerecords.com
facebook.com/northpolerecords
instagram.com/northpolerecords
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2021 Summer Hours
Tu-Fr, 1-9 pm
June
4 Alex Nauman (Spaghetti western motifs)
10 Bad Produce (jam band)
11 South Beach All Stars (improvisational house band)
17 Shane de Leon and Anna Paige (sound collage and poetry)
18 The ParNicularly ReNiculous Variety Show (comedy)
23 Poetry Jam with Anna Paige
24 Willy G (guitar/keyboard & drum duo)
25 Epitome J / Goldenrod (Songwriters, beautiful sadness)
July
1 Ty Herman & Becca DeMeyer (Songwriting with live painting)
2 Maraud, Melted Nard Puke, PCRV (improvisational noise and performance)
8 Charlie Smillie (acoustic soul americana)
9 South Beach All Stars (improvisational house band)
15 Shane de Leon (singer songwriter)
16 The ParNicularly ReNiculous Variety Show (comedy)
22 Curtis Thompson & Matthew O’Brien (percussion, sound, ambience)
23 Epitome J (Songwriter, loops, poetry)
28 Poetry Jam with Anna Paige
29 Sleepy Hed (fantastic poppy songwriting)
30 Bill Moved Away, D.A.E.M. (mellow dreamy bands)
August
5 Ty Herman & Becca DeMeyer (Songwriting with live painting)
6 DJ NepTunes (dance party in the street)
12 David Banuelos & Gary Halsten (Sound & Poetry)
13 South Beach All Stars (improvisational house band)
19 Shane de Leon and Jackson Blue (guitar duets)
20 The ParNicularly ReNiculous Variety Show (comedy)
25 Poetry Jam with Anna Paige
26-29 Julia-Louis Dreyfest VIII
September
2 Ty Herman & Becca DeMeyer (Songwriting with live painting)
3 Rookie Card / Hey, ILY (emo, pop punk, radness)
9 Agnar (vaporwave, electronic)
10 South Beach All Stars (improvisational house band)
16 Shane de Leon and Keller Paulsen (guitar & drum duo)
17 The ParNicularly ReNiculous Variety Show (comedy)
22 Poetry Jam with Anna Paige
24 3 Year Anniversary!!

All Events are outside and start at 7 pm
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